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Administrative Law

Non-judicial remedies and EU administration: protection of rights versus preservation of autonomy Paola Chirulli (author); Luca De Lucia Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867715970001701

Appellate Practice & Procedure

Choice of Law in Practice: A Twenty-Year Report from the Trenches (Set of 3) Symeon Symeonides 1949- (author) Leiden; Boston: Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866322990001701

Banking & Finance

TC Law Library General Collection KJE2188 .T45 2020

Bankruptcy

TC Law Library General Collection K1375 .N78 2020

Children


https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866769300001701
Children (cont’d)

The development of child protection law and policy: children, risk and modernities
Kieran Walsh (author) London: Routledge 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51829961110001701

Civil Law

TC Law Library General Collection KHD404.32002 A5213 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KHH404.31887 A5213 2019

Civil code of Costa Rica and Family code of Costa Rica Costa Rica, enacting jurisdiction.
TC Law Library General Collection KGB404.31887 A52 2020

Civil code of El Salvador and Family code of El Salvador El Salvador, enacting jurisdiction.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Lawrence Publishing Company 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KGC404.3186 A52 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KGD2574.31964 A52 2021x

TC Law Library General Collection KGH2574.31916 A52 2020

TC Law Library General Collection KHQ404.31984 A5213 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KHU404.31868 A5213 2019

The lost translators of 1808 and the birth of civil law in Louisiana Palmer, Vernon V. author.
Athens, Georgia: University of Georgia Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection KFL80 P347 2021
Civil Practice & Procedure

TC Law Library General Collection  KD7325 .C584 2020

Civil Rights

You are not American: citizenship stripping from Dred Scott to the dreamers Frost, Amanda author. Boston, Massachusetts : Beacon Press 2021  
TC Law Library General Collection  KF4700 .F76 2021

Constitutional Law

TC Law Library General Collection  KDK1225 .M39 2020

TC Law Library General Collection  KJC4445 .C6688 2020

TC Law Library General Collection  KD3989 .N67 2020

Judicial review : process, powers, and problems : essays in honor of Upendra Baxi Salman Khurshid (editor) ; Sidharth Luthra (editor) ; Lokendra Malik (editor) ; Shruti Bedi (editor) ; Upendra Baxi (honoree) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2020  
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830790060001701

TC Law Library General Collection  K3165 .L39 2021

The hollow core of constitutional theory : why we need the framers Donald L. Drakeman (author) Cambridge : Cambridge University Press 2020  
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866107230001701

Contracts

Drafting contracts: a practical guide to transactional practice Fernandez, Ben L. author. Lake Mary, FL : Vandeplas Publishing 2020  
TC Law Library General Collection  KF801 .F47 2020
Courts

Permanent investment courts: the European experiment Günes Ünuvar, editor. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJC2250 .P7 2020

Criminal Justice

TC Law Library General Collection HV9275 .M55 2021

Criminal Law & Procedure

Artificial intelligence, computational modelling and criminal proceedings: a framework for a European legal discussion Quattrocolo, Serena Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KJC9405 .Q83 2020

Entanglements of life with the law: precarity and justice in London's magistrates' courts Campbell, John author. (John R.), Newcastle upon Tyne, UK : Cambridge Scholars Publishing 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KD8309 .C36 2020

Reform and development of powers and functions of China's criminal proceedings Chen, Weidong author. Singapore : Springer 2021
TC Law Library General Collection KNQ4610 .C44 2021

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867653620001701

Data Protection

Data rights law 2.0: the system construction SSAP International Oxford : Peter Lang 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K564.C6 D38 2020

Disability Law

TC Law Library General Collection K1970.A6 D57 2018
Dispute Resolution
The constitution of arbitration Victor Ferreres Comella (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51868145640001701

Elder Law
The 30th annual Minnesota Elder Law Institute Minnesota Continuing Legal Education (issuing body, sponsoring body) Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2021
TC Law Library Reserve  KF209 .M54x 2021 no.3

Emergency Powers
TC Law Library General Collection  KK5414 .E44 2020

The law of emergency powers: comparative common law perspectives Singhvi, A. M. author. (Abhishek Manu), Singapore : Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection  KNS2232 .S56 2020

Environmental Law
Non-regression in international environmental law : human rights doctrine and the promises of comparative international law Markus Vordermayer-Riemer (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Chicago, IL : Intersentia Ltd 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51866232070001701

European Union
TC Law Library General Collection  HC240.25.G7 W58 2020

TC Law Library General Collection  KJE5087 .B67 2021

Human Rights
Advancing international human rights law responsibilities of development NGOs: respecting and fulfilling the right to reparative justice for genocide survivors in Rwanda Schimmel, Noam author. Cham : Palgrave Macmillan 2020
TC Law Library General Collection  K3240 .S34 2020
Human Rights (cont’d)


Human rights in Turkey: assaults on human dignity Hasan Aydın, editor. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2021
TC Law Library General Collection JC599.T87 H835 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KZ1266 .I5887 2020

Regardless of frontiers: global freedom of expression in a troubled world Agnes Callamard, editor. New York : Columbia University Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection K3253 .R44 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KJE5132 .E918 2020

The forgotten fundamental freedoms of the Charter Dwight G Newman (Dwight Gordon), 1976- (editor) ; Derek B. M Ross ; Brian Bird (Brian D. N.) Toronto, Ontario : LexisNexis Canada Inc 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KE4381.5 .F67 2020

Immigration

TC Law Library General Collection KJE6044 .C668 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KJE5202 .H86 2020

The history and politics of free movement within the European Union: European borders of justice Heinikoski, Sáila author. London, UK ; New York, NY : Bloomsbury Academic 2021
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5170 .H45 2021

Transnational law of human mobility: voluntary migration in Brazil, Germany, the Mercosul and the EU Castro, Emília Lana de Freitas author. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection K3265 .C37 2020
**Indigenous Peoples**

TC Law Library General Collection  KU519.I64 H63 2020

**Intellectual Property**

Disrupting copyright: how disruptive innovations and social norms are challenging IP law. Margery Hilko (author) London : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867139270001701

**International Law**

Changing actors in international law Four Societies Conference Tokyo, Japan) 2018 : (7th : Leiden ; Boston : Brill Nijhoff 2021
TC Law Library General Collection  KZ1240 .F68 2018

TC Law Library General Collection  KZ6376 .H557 2020

TC Law Library General Collection  KZ218.2 .P73 2020

Ethics, law & natural hazard : the moral imperative for international intervention post-disaster Lauren Traczykowski (author) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867653890001701

International law as behavior Harlan Grant Cohen (editor) ; Timothy Meyer 1981- Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York : Cambridge University Press 2020
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51868128520001701

TC Law Library General Collection  K3924.M8 L87 2020

Non-international armed conflicts in international law Yoram Dinstein (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021 Second edition..
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867652830001701

Provisional Measures Issued by International Courts and Tribunals  Fulvio Maria Palombino, editor. Berlin, Germany ; The Hague, the Netherlands : TMC Asser Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection  KZ6250 .P70 2021
International Law (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection  KZ4043 .F86 2021

The breach of a treaty : State responses in international law Maria Xiouri (author) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51870863370001701

The evolution of humanitarian protection in European law and practice Liv Feijen (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51868410040001701

TC Law Library General Collection  KZ3410 .M3625 2020

The presumption of innocence in international human rights and criminal law Michelle Coleman (author) Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867367700001701

International Trade

TC Law Library Reserve  K3943 .F643X 2021

TC Law Library General Collection  K4610 .T44 2020

Juries

Twenty million angry men: the case for including convicted felons in our jury system Binnall, James M. 1976- author. (James Michael), Oakland, California : University of California Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection  KF8972 .B525 2021

Jurisprudence

After law De Sutter, Laurent author. Cambridge, UK ; Medford, MA : Polity Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection  K230.D4343 D4713 2021
Jurisprudence (cont’d)

Rethinking law and violence Latika Vashist, editor. New Delhi : Oxford University Press 2020

Labor & Employment

Beyond the algorithm: qualitative insights for gig work regulation Deepa das Acevedo 1984-
(editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection K1816 .B49 2021

The labor board crew: remaking worker-employer relations from Pearl Harbor to the Reagan era
TC Law Library General Collection HD8072.5 .S327 2021

Legal Polycentricity

Legal pluralism in Ethiopia: actors, challenges and solutions Susanne Epple, editor. Bielefeld :
Transcript Verlag 2020
TC Law Library General Collection KRP469 .L44 2020

Legislation

Statute law in colonial Virginia: governors, assemblymen, and the revisals that forged the Old
Dominion Billings, Warren M., 1940- author. Charlottesville ; London : University of Virginia
Press 2021
TC Law Library General Collection KFV2478 .B55 2021

Literature & the Arts

African migration, human rights and literature Banda, Fareda author. Oxford, UK ; New York,
NY Hart Publishing Bloomsbury Publishing Plc 2020
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PN56.E59 B36 2020

Creative legacies: artists' estates and foundations Kathy Battista (editor) ; Bryan Faller ;
Sotheby's Institute of Art (issuing body) London, UK : Sotheby's Institute of art; Lund
Humphries 2020
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) K3778 .C86 2020

Painting constitutional law: Xavier Cortada's images of constitutional rights M. C. Mirow,
editor. Leiden ; Boston : Brill Nijhoff 2021
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) KF4550 .P35 2021

Thirst for justice: a novel Boyd, David R. 1964- author. (David Richard), Toronto, Ontario,
Canada : ECW Press 2020
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR9199.4.B68955 T45 2020
Literature & the Arts (cont’d)

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3573.H49837 T76 2021

Military Law

TC Law Library General Collection K4750 .K95 2021

National Security

EU law enforcement : the evolution of sanctioning powers Stefano Montaldo (editor, author) ; Francesco Costamagna ; Alberto Miglio Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51868278130001701

Practice of Law

AI for lawyers: how artificial intelligence is adding value, amplifying expertise, and transforming careers Waisberg, Noah, author. Hoboken, New Jersey : John Wiley & Sons Inc 2021
TC Law Library General Collection K120 .W35 2021

Professional Ethics

TC Law Library General Collection KD472.I5 M66 2019

Restraint of Trade

TC Law Library General Collection KJE6456 .O36 2020

Roman Law

TC Law Library General Collection KJA2160 .P75 2020
Science & Technology

Genetic testing and the governance of risk in the contemporary economy: comparative reflections in the insurance and employment law contexts Lara Khoury, editor. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2020
TC Law Library General Collection  K7040 .G46 2020

Sexuality & the Law

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51830171880001701

The queer outside in law: recognising LGBTIQ people in the United Kingdom Senthorn Raj, editor. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2021
TC Law Library General Collection  KD4097 .Q44 2021

Taxation

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51867653800001701

Transitional Justice

Coexistence in the aftermath of mass violence: imagination, empathy, and resilience Eve Monique Zucker (editor) ; Laura McGrew Ann Arbor : University of Michigan Press 2020
TC Law Library General Collection  JZ5597 .C64 2020

Wills, Trusts & Estates

The ABCs of probate practice Minnesota Continuing Legal Education (issuing body, sponsoring body) Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2021
TC Law Library Reserve  KF209 .M54x 2021 no.1

TC Law Library Reserve  KF765.Z95 .A94 2021

Women

TC Law Library General Collection  K3243 .G464 2021
Women (cont’d)

Our bodies, their battlefields: war through the lives of women Lamb, Christina author. New York : Scribner an imprint of Simon & Schuster 2020
TC Law Library General Collection JZ6405.W66 L36 2020

TC Law Library General Collection K5191.W65 D68 2021